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Cerebrovascular pressure autoregulation is a vital, protective mechanism that constrains cerebral blood flow during changes in arterial blood pressure. Pressure autoregulation is known to fail during profound hypotension, and the so-called lower limit of autoregulation (LLA) is diverse for different subjects. The measurement and monitoring of pressure autoregulation is specifically useful to discriminate safe from harmful blood pressure: when arterial blood pressure is within range to render normal pressure autoregulation measurements, the brain is protected; when arterial blood pressure is too low and pressure autoregulation measurements show impairment, the brain is vulnerable. In the present study, Hori et al. present a novel method to measure pressure autoregulation using the Ornim UT-light technology (Ornim, Inc., Kfar Saba, Israel), rendered as a cerebral flow velocity index (CFVx). The UT-light method is proprietary and quantifies relative tissue blood movement from the Doppler shift of near-infrared light caused by red cells in motion. It is an uncalibrated, surrogate measure of cerebral blood flow. How does this measure autoregulation? How is this to be evaluated and validated? Not fewer than 15 metrics purported to measure autoregulation have infused the medical literature within hundreds of manuscripts in the past 2 decades. It would be instructive to know how these metrics are related and to consider the evidentiary burden required to deploy them clinically.

Pressure autoregulation is distinct from, but often confused with, other servomechanisms that contribute to the homeostasis of cerebral blood flow. Examples include neurovascular coupling (or metabolic autoregulation), which rapidly matches cerebral blood flow to local metabolic demands; the systemic vasoconstrictive response to shock, which diverts cardiac output from sympathetic, angiotensin, and vasopressin-reactive vascular beds to the brain and heart, which respond differently to these neurohormonal cues; and cerebral vasodilatory and constrictive responses caused by changes in arterial carbon dioxide. Each of these operates at the same point of action, that is to affect a change or to prevent a change in cerebral blood flow. The pressure autoregulation mechanism can be measured even when cerebral blood flow is influenced by the other mechanisms listed if the metric used is attuned to the proper frequency.

Three components are needed to construct a metric of autoregulation:

1. A change in arterial blood pressure must occur and must be measured.
2. A measure of cerebral blood flow, blood volume, or oxygenation is made synchronous to the blood pressure change.
3. A mathematical estimation of the relationship between the arterial blood pressure change and the intracerebral measurement is performed.

The myriad methods published to measure autoregulation are distinguished by the selection from each of these 3 components, and the combinations used affect the result and validity of any proposed metric. Each element is considered in turn.

ARterial Blood Pressure Change: The Problem of Precision and Time

The change in arterial blood pressure can be categorized as either spontaneous or induced. Waves have been induced in the arterial blood pressure by slow breathing, positive end-expiratory pressure valve oscillation in ventilated subjects, postural changes with a tilt table, thigh cuff deflation, and vasoactive injections. Obviously, the transition from measuring autoregulation to monitoring autoregulation requires repetitive changes in arterial blood pressure, and spontaneous, so-called slow waves have been used most commonly for this. Slow waves with a period between 20 and 200 seconds were first categorized in the intracranial pressure tracing by Lundberg, who categorized them as “B waves.” The low frequency of slow waves makes them appropriate for the measurement of autoregulation, a practice that was pioneered at Cambridge University by Czosnyka et al. However, slow waves have a variable periodicity and amplitude, which can cause imprecision in the measurement of autoregulation. Imprecision from erratic slow-wave activity has been mitigated by filtering out epochs with inadequate slow-wave power and by averaging multiple measurements, which increases the time required to perform the monitoring.

In the present study by Hori et al., spontaneous slow-wave activity is used as the arterial blood pressure change...
to measure autoregulation. No filtering was applied to remove monitoring epochs with inadequate slow-wave power. These epochs are known to create signal noise and cause disagreement between modalities used to measure autoregulation. One would expect, therefore, that such a filter would have improved the reported agreement between the “standard” mean velocity index (Mx) and the study index CFVx.

Improving the fidelity of autoregulation measurement is a key current obstacle in the development of autoregulation monitoring for cardiopulmonary bypass. Imprecision of autoregulation metrics prompted a neurosurgical practice of using 4-hour windows to monitor autoregulation, which is not practical for the cardiac operating room. The shortest time to reliably monitor autoregulation with spontaneous slow waves is not known, but 20 to 30 minutes has been proposed. The CFVx, as presented in this article, does not address this conundrum.

INTRACRANIAL MEASUREMENTS: FLOW, VOLUME, OR OXYGENATION?
Myriad intracranial measurements have been applied to the study of autoregulation, all categorized as surrogates of cerebral blood flow, cerebral blood volume, or cerebral oxygenation. Examples of flow surrogates include transcranial Doppler (Mx) and the UT-light method (CFVx) presented by Hori et al. These metrics of autoregulation are easiest to understand, but the Doppler is difficult to use continuously, especially in an environment of electrical noise such as the operating room. Because of difficulties acquiring and maintaining a stable transcranial Doppler signal, Mx is not the most widely studied monitor of autoregulation, although it was arguably the first. This practical problem is potentially solved by the introduction of the UT-light method shown here because it is easy to apply when compared with the transcranial Doppler, and this is possibly the most significant contribution of the CFVx.

When a surrogate of blood volume is applied instead of flow, the resultant metric is properly termed a measure of pressure reactivity, not pressure autoregulation, although the 2 are directly related. Autoregulation is the constraint of flow in response to a change in arterial blood pressure. Pressure reactivity is the constriction and dilation of the vascular bed in response to a change in arterial blood pressure. Pressure reactivity causes cerebral blood volume to be inversely related to the arterial blood pressure, and pressure passivity causes cerebral blood volume to be directly related to the arterial blood pressure. Blood volume in the brain is easily trended with an intracranial pressure monitor, reflectance near-infrared spectroscopy, or ultrasound time of flight. Although less intuitive than metrics of autoregulation, measures of pressure reactivity have been much more widely studied. Optimal perfusion pressure identified with pressure reactivity is strongly associated with outcome in patients with traumatic brain injury.

Finally, oxygenation measured in the brain with parenchymal probes or with reflectance near-infrared spectroscopy can be used to evaluate autoregulation. Passivity of brain oximetry to arterial blood pressure has been shown to be sensitive and specific for the loss of pressure autoregulation.

Interestingly, all 3 types of autoregulation monitoring can be performed with the same device using the CerOx technology, which has UT-light to measure flow, a light wavelength isosbestic to the hemoglobin species to measure blood volume, and the ability to measure cerebral oximetry. The choice to focus on flow is possibly justified by conceptual convenience and a proprietary position to facilitate marketing. However, it is not clear that this is the most clinically useful pathway given the abundance of supportive data for pressure reactivity monitoring.

QUANTIFYING PASSIVITY: FREQUENCY, TIME, AND THE LACK OF A GOLD STANDARD
Quantification of the passivity of cerebral blood flow to arterial pressure has been reported using a variety of frequency domain cross-correlation functions and with the time-domain correlation function used by Hori et al. Although all of these have been asserted to measure autoregulation, they do not measure the same thing, and most have not been tested against a “gold standard.” This is largely because there is no true gold standard measurement of autoregulation. However, the time-domain correlation function used by Hori et al. has been validated in at least 2 ways: First, it has been shown to be sensitive and specific to the LLA, clearly demonstrated by static curves in lethal animal experiments. More importantly, the optimal blood pressure identified by the linear correlation method is strongly associated with survival and neurologic recovery after traumatic brain injury (using pressure reactivity metrics). Therefore, the development of a new monitor using the linear correlation construct is a logical choice.

Comparing CFVx with Mx is a straightforward way to pilot-test the validity of the new index. Both CFVx and Mx use surrogates of cerebral blood flow. Both are rendered by moving correlation coefficients. Both filter primary signals to remove high-frequency transients and oscillations, enhancing the effect of slow-wave activity on the measurement. The study construct places Mx in the role of standard, but given the similarities between Mx and CFVx, the study could also be characterized as a direct comparison between transcranial Doppler and UT-light after identical processing. Such a study design is reasonable given the lack of options for autoregulation standards in human subjects, but one predicts only modest agreement as a best result. The transcranial Doppler signal is noisy when used continuously in the cardiac operating room, and the relatively stable signal from UT-light may outperform the standard in this case, creating a falsely low performance. The demonstrated improvement in agreement when comparing Mx-derived LLA with CFVx-derived LLA is consistent with this interpretation. The signal noise causing divergence of the metrics is mitigated by the averaging process used to find LLA. Although these pilot data are an encouraging start, the true receiver operator characteristics are unknown for both the Mx and the CFVx.

The question of evidentiary burden is raised. What data are required to begin marketing the CFVx and to begin using it on patients? If Ornim can demonstrate adequate sensitivity and specificity for detecting LLA with UT-light, will it market the CFVx using predicate work from decades of autoregulation monitoring outcome research? Early adopters will be convinced by the logic of the monitor if
it can be shown that it is adequately sensitive and specific. Late adopters will wait for a randomized trial demonstrating improved patient outcome, but it will not likely be performed during our careers. No standard anesthesia monitor has been demonstrated to improve patient outcome in this way, so what company would put a monitoring device at such risk before marketing?22
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